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tobacco companies, not by state employees who could be deerned to have an interest in future
private employment. Eliminating the NPM adjusftnent was not a viable option and any provision
that did not allow the states the opportunity to oppose an adjushnent through fact-based
presefltations would have been foolish. No reasonable person aware of the facts would think that
a state ernployee had anv oower to use the-NPM adiustment to secrre Drivate emDlovment.

n ,,,t-ti e 6),-ii r sn^- lt"1. @-&a.t lei.lr t- *'e ao@c1 G-ctJri; J
Finallyf t is worth noting that my iluestion may present a good occasion to review the language
of G.L.'b. 2684, $ 5(a). That section states that a fonner state employee shall not "knowingly
act[] as agent or attorney for, or receive[] compensation directly or indirectly form anyone
other than the commonwealth or a state agency, in connection with any particular matter in
which tlte commonwealth or a state agency is a party or has a direct and substantial interest and
in which he participated as a state employee while so employed . . .." [onphasis added] .

The phrase "in corurection with" limits the words "act" and "compensation." It asks whether the
act or compensation would be connected with the same 'larticular matter." The word
"particular" emphasizes the legislature's intent to avoid overly broad prohibitions that would
result from construing "matted'too broadly.

The statute does not ask whether a new matter has a "connection with" an earlier particular
matter - which would be a more indirect and more complex question than the hgislature asked,
resulting in broader preclusion of opportunities (which would defeat the purpose of using the
word "particular").

In this case, therefore, the question should be whether the NAAG Arbitration proceeding for 46
states regarding the applicability of the NPM adjustment to the issues arising in 2006 is the same
"particular matter" as my participation in Massachusetts' limited role in the negotiations and
signing of the MSA; the question is not whether the NAAG fubitration has a connection with the
earlier particular matter. For the reasons stated above, under a reading of the plain statutory
language, the answer is even clearer that the two matters are not the same 'particular mattet'' and
therefore that representation in the NAAG arbitration proceeding is allowed.

f t -  a t .u( ,  t -  1  Aot  a
For ali these reasons, I request an opini6;tT;t-lEet-maf*ork-on the NAAG Arbitration proceeding
under the MSA under a contact with NAAG. I thank you for your time and advice to date and
thank you in advance for your additionai efforts.

Very truly yours,

Douslas H. Wilkins

/ - ^
ANlRsol,J 9 KRETGF.R LLP

(A00402Lt )

{il, Prmkd on ftskd p'p4
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16 Estimation of Total Nitrogen and Phosphorus in New England Streams Using Spatially Relerenced RcAEssion Models

tural, and developed land areas where phosphorus is applied or
distributed to the land area. Percent wetland was the land-deliv-
ery factor that performed the best, but it had a p value greater

than 0.60.
The coefficients for reservoit and stream loss indicate that

phosphorus is removed from smallreservoirs and small streams
(table 4). As with other studies, the reservoir loss coefficient of
109 m/yr in the calibration model, quantifies the length of the
water column from which nutrients are removed per unit oftime
by benthic processes, including the settling and burial ofpartic-
ulates (Alexander and others, 2002; Chapra, 1975; Molot and
Dillon,_1993; Kelly and others, 1987). The coefficient of
0.48 d-r for loss in small streams equates to a halfJife ofabout
1.5 days. This meaus that for each 1.5 days oftransport in
streams with flows less than 2.83 mr/s, about halfofthe phos-
phorus load is lost, most likely from sedimurtation orbiological
processes. This coefficient of0.48 can be compared to a coef-
ficient of0.27 (2.6-day halfJife) from the national phosphorus
model for sfteams less than 28.3 mi/s (Smith and others, 1997);
and to a coefncient of I1.2 from a New Zealand phosphorus
model for streams less than I m3/s (1.s-hour hatflife)
(Richard Alexander, writtor commun., 2003).

Model Assumptions and Limibtions

The SPARROW model is based on assumptions that
define the form and context of a multiple regression analysis,
These assumptions are (l) the functional form ofthe model is
correct in terms ofthe variables included and their role in th€
modet; (2) the enor term is independent across the mnge of
observations implying that there is no corelation in the ermrs
among the monitored streams (Smith and others, 1997); (3) the
residuals ofthe model are normally (or near normally) distrib-
uted; and (4) the residuals are homoscedastic; that is, the distri-
bution ofthe residuals are similar throughout the range ofpre-
dicted vatues.'In addition, the bootstap analysis is designed to
provide robust coefficient estimates, model predictions, and
prcdiction intervals in relation to the characteristics ofboth the

model and sampling errors (Smith and others, 1997).
Preliminary analysis ofthe residuals for each model has

been conducted. This analysis indicates that the residuals
appear to be randomly distibuted across the New England
region with no spatial grouping ofover- and under-predictions
But, statistically, the residuals are slightly positively skewed.
Additional analyses ofresiduals as related to watershed charac-

teristics and nutient sources may help to define factom influ-
encing the residuals.

As with any model, there arc strengths and weaknesses

associated with the model and its results. Str-engdts of theNew
Engtand SPARROW models are the high R1 and relatively
good precision ofmost parameter coeffrcients obtained with the

models. These results support the use ofthese models as water-
quality-assessment tools. Other strengths of the models include

the ability to provide regionally consistent charactefizations of
nutrient conditions and sources in streams, and the tmnsport and

Pbosphorus

Calibration and bootsbap results for the phosphorus New
England SPARROW model are presented in table 4. Signifi-
cant predictor variables include (l) phosphorus fiom permitted
municipal and pulp and paper wastewater discharges, (2) area of
forested land, (3) area of agricultural land, (4) the area of devel-
oped urban and suburban land, (5) a reservoir loss variable for
small lakes and reservoirs with surface area less than l0 km2,
and (6) an exponential loss term for streams with flows less than
or equal to 2.83 m',/s (100 ft'/s). Parameter coefflcient esti
mates and standard errors ofthe estimates are given in table 4.
A comparison ofthe observations and model predictions for
phosphorus is shown in figure 7. In general, the model results
fit the observation load data, with a coefficient ofdetermination
(R2) ofo.94, and a mean-squared error of0.23. Forcomparison,
the national phosphorus SPARROW model had an Rz of 0. 8 1
and a mean:squared enor of0.71 (Smith and others, 1997).

The p value for the reservoir loss variable was 0.096 in the
calibration model, and 0.04 in the bootsbap model. These lev-
els of signifioance, together with the initial coefEcient and the
bootshap coefficient estimates b€ing similar (109 and 105,
respectively), provide justificatiol for the inclusion of the res-
ervoir loss as a predictol in reservoirs or lakes with surface
arcas less thatl 10 km'. The p value for in-stleam loss in small
steams, with mean-annual flows less than or equal to
2.83 m'/s (100 ft'/s), was 0.27 in the calibration model but was
0.125 in the bootsbap rnodel. Although statistically. this vari-
able is only marginally significant(p:.125) in predicting phos-
phorus loads, trutherjustification for inclusion is found in tle
coefficiont €itimates and in previous SPARROW model results.
In pr€vious SPARROW phosphorus models, phosphorus loss
was significant in small rivers and streams (Smith and others,
1997; McMahon and others, 2003).

In the phosphorus model (table 4), the coeflicient of 1.27
for discharges from municipal wastewater-treatrnent facilities
and pulp and paper discharyes indicates that for each estimated
kilogram ofphosphorus discharged into the rivers at the waste-
water-discharge locations, the model is predicting an avemge of
1.27 (!0.22)kgof phosphorus at the monitoring stations. The
coefficients for forested lands indicate that about 13.4 (t 3.8) kg
ofphosphorus are estimated as entering streams for each squarc
kilom€ter of forested land upstrEam per year. Likewise, the
coefficients for agricultural lands indicate that about 108
(t 26) kg ofphosphorus are estimated as entering the river sys-
tem for each square kilometer of agdcultural land upstream per
year. The coefficients for developed lands indicate that about
38.9 (+ 13,7) kgofphosphorus are modeled as entering the rivel
syst€m for each square kilometer ofdeveloped land upstream
per year. Unlike with nitrogen, there is no Connecticut HSPF
phosphorus model with which to compare model coefflcients.

None ofthe variables that were used to test for phosphorus
loss on the landscape (such as soil permeability) were signifi-
cant predictors ofphosphorus loads (at either 85- or 95-percent
confidence levels). It is Fesumed that the land-delivery losses
are factored into the source coefficients for forested. afficul-
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Table {. Calibration results and bootstrap estimates for the NewEngland SPARR0W model for total phosphorus.

1*gif<rn24n, tilograms per kilomrter squared per ycaq m/yr, met€rs pcr yeaf dil, per day; km2, square kilometers; m3/s, cubic meterE Per s€cond; d/s, cubic feet
per second; R-squared = 0.94; rn€an-square error = 0.231

SignificEnt predictor variables
{coefticient units)

Bootstrap Standarderror
Yl:1::it:l estimate of of bootstrap
0Ic0emclenl 

coeff icient coetf ictent

Calibration
modsl

coefficient

a

o

Municipal wastewater-treatment facilities and pulp end paper facilitiesr

f oresreo tano (Kg/Km-/yr)

Agricultual land (kg.&rnliyr)

Developed urban and suburban land (kg4<mzryr)

Loss variables:

Reservoir loss variable for small lakes and reseruoirs2 (m/yr1

Stseam loss ior small streams3

1.27
13.4

108
38.9

109
.48 d-r

0.22
3.8

25.'1
t3.7

64.5
.43

t .28
12.7

. 0
37.8

105
.42

o.22
'  4 .1
27.5
t4 .3

59.7
.41

aDimensionl€€s.

ssrnall lak€s and r€,lervoirs with surface area less than or equal to l0 km2.
6srEll sts€ams with m€an-annual flow less than or equal to 2.83 m3/s (100 d/s).
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Figure 7, Belati0n of predicted and observed total phosphorus load values from the cali-
brati0n o{ the New England SPARR0W m0del.
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loss ofnuftients within watersheds, and to show prediction or
confidence intervals associated with these assessments. Prcvi-
ously, these forms of data have not been availabl€ for most New
England stream reaches.

Weaknesses ofthe model and results can be linked to the
modeling process and the data used to calibrate and proyide pre-
dictions of nutrient conditions. Smith and othen ( 1997) note
ftat the SPARROW model structure inherently oversimplifies
nutrient transpofi processes, Many factors locally and region-
ally affect the transport and loss of nutrients in streams, many
ofwhich cannot be accounted for in the SPARROW model.
However, model results do indicate that certain transport pro-
cesses are regionally importaot. Also, there are limitations with
the data used in the modeling process. These limitations
include tlre following:

l. The model requires long-term water-quality datasets that
include multiple samples per year. Because of this
requircment, th€ models only incorporate data from lim-
ited number of sites throughout the entire New England
region. Load datasets, with a greater number ofload sites
than were used in the existing SPARROW models, may
ircrease the ability to identiry statistically significant
explanatory variables.

2. Predictor variables may be coarse (such as lard uses) or
ofrelatively poor quality (such as point source loads).
These data sets may introduce error in the ability ofthe
model to explain and predict the effect of these data on
stream water qualify. Because ofthe regional mture of
the model, only data tfiat were available for tlle entire
study area could be used. This restriction prevents the
use ofmany locally more preciss data or data that
characterize other nutrient source or transport processes,

3. Model results also have more unceiainty in smaller
watersheds that tend to be further away ftom monitoring
sites. This reflects a lack of monitoring data in New
England for watersheds under 25-40 kmz. (There are
only 2 sites in the nitrogen and phosphorus datasets with
watersheds less than 25 kmz and only 4 sites with
watershods less than 40 kln2.)

4. Finally, the models only predict mean-alnual conditions,
not necessadly critical eonditions such as low-flow
conditions that may be of more concem to water-quality
managers and scientists,

Model Estimates of Nufiient l-oads

The calibrated SPARROW models allow forthe prediction
of nutient loads for nearly 42,000 unmonitored stream rcaches
throughout New England. The spatial variability ofnutrient
loads is an important consideration for water-resources manag-
ers and planners in prioritizing areas for management actions.
Nutrient loads are predicted by applying the SPARROW
regression equation to each reach catchment. Starting at the

h€adwater catcbments, the regression equation is appli€d and
predicted nutrient loads from that catchment are used as soulc€s
in the calculation ofthe loadprediction forthe next reach down-
stream. This process continues downstream until the teminal
r€ach at the mouth of the river is encountered. Reachlevel
catchment predictions ofnutrient [oails obtained from SPAR-
RoW-model runs are shown in figures 8 and 9, Considerable
spatial detail from the use ofthe NHD can be observed in the
predicted results. These predictions replesent source-load con-
ditions from 1992-1993.

Several other deterministic and stochastic nutrient models
have been used to estimate nufiient balances in New England
wate$heds. Although these studies have different time frames
and use differcnt techniques, they are available for comparison
with the New England SPARROW model predictions.

Nifiogen

The predicted nitrogen load genemted by each ofthe
42,000 rcach-catchment areas is expressed as a niftogen yield
(delivered to the catchment oudet) by diYiding the predicted
load generated from within each catchment (includiog only
sources from within the catchment) by the ar€a of t}Ie catch-
ment. (Thus, yields are loads normalized by arca.) Median
catchment yield of nitrogen for the entire shrdy area is

336 kg,&mzlyr with the l0- and g0-percent quantiles at 134 and
782 kg/km2/yr, respectively. The relative contributions from
the various sourQe inputs are also predicted by the SPARROW
model. The contributions fiom these sources that go into the
catchment yield (fig. 8) are apparent by comparing predicted

catchment yield with predicted yield from atmospheric deposi-
tion of nihogen (fig. 9a); predicted developedJand nitrogen
yield (fig. 9b); and predicted agriculturalland nitrogen yield
(fig. 9c)., Because discharge is localized and rot a distributed
yield, the permitted wastewatet discharge is not shown in
figure 9.

The primary, or largest, contributing nihogen source for

each catchment is identified in figure 9d. Catchments having
permined municipal wastewater discharge as the primary njtro-
gen source are also t,?ically in the highest yield category of
nitrogen shown in figure 8 (over I ,000 kg,/km'['r). These
yields are especially high b€caus€ the wastewater fiom a giYen

sewer system is discharged to a single stream reach.
For the entire model area, SPARROW estimates that

86,100 m€tric tons (86.1 million kilograms) ofnitrogen entei

New England rivers and streams per year. Ofthis total,50 per-

cent (42,?00 metric tonyyear) is estimated to be from atmo-

spheric deposition; 2l percent (t8,000 metic tonVyear) is €sti-

mated to be discharged from permitted municipal wastewater

discharges; l5 percent ( 13,000 metric tons/year) is estimated to

be from other developed land sources; and 14 percent
(12,400 metric tons/year) is estimated to be from agricultural
lands. The large contributions of atmospheric deposition to

nitrogen loads in New England is a major finding ofthe New

England SPARROW model for nitrogen. Model estimates of

t


